
Understandng a pressSIGN Production Report

pressSIGN generates a production report which shows how well the job was printed. e score is based on the 
press target. is guide will help you interpret this report. If there are aspects of the report you still don't 
understand then please send an email to info@presssign.com

Select the aspect of the report for which you 
want extra information.

• Ink & paper   
• Device   
• Press Standard   
• Dates and Times   
• Job Duration   
• CMYK Primaries   
• Paper   
• Overprint Lab & Overprint Trap   
• Grey Balance   
• Dot Gain (TVI)   
• Sheet Consistency   
• Spot Colour   
• Gamut Volume   
• Lab   
• dE - Delta E   
• Overall Score   
• CMYK Density   
• Print Contrast   

You can download a typical report which shows 
measurement timings and trend information. 
Download report

Ink & Paper 

e choice of ink and paper in the printing process is vitally important in the ability to print to any standard. 

We recommend all printers use inks that conform to ISO 2846. It makes it much easier to hit ISO printing 
standards.

e choice of paper will effect what standard can be achieved. For example setting ISO 12647-2 for coated paper 
as the standard and then using an uncoated paper will mean the job will fail. Paper color is part of the ISO 12647 
standard and creating prints that conform to the paper colour makes conformity much easier.

Papers with a high degree of optical brightner that give a paper dE greater than 3 will make it very difficult to 
match a verified proof either ISO coated or uncoated. e paper color difference will particularly effect all the 
lighter colors.

Ink & Paper in pressSIGN
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While the choice of ink and paper will determine what standards are achievable on press, pressSIGN uses the Ink 
& Paper Setting in a special way. 

As ink is absorbed into the paper and dries the color changes. is phenomenon is called 'dry back'. e amount 
of dry back that occurs will depend on the type of paper and ink. e greatest color shift usually  occurs with 
conventional litho inks and uncoated paper.

pressSIGN can compensate for dry back. A production report with 'dry back applied' means that the software has 
made this compensation.

A printer has to teach the software about the dry back. If he does this, and applies the dry back to the correct 
paper & ink then the match between verified proof and print with a high score will be extremely good.

If dry back is not applied on an ink and paper that has a high degree of dry back then a high score will not be 
reflected in a good match between proof and print.

Details about how to apply dry back are in the pressSIGN manual.
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Device

pressSIGN can use many different spectrophotometers and it records the manufacturer, make and serial number 
of the spectrophotometer used.

Printers who hope to attain the BPIF sponsored certification to ISO 12647 will find this useful.
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Press Standards

e choice of press standard will determine the target colors, TVI etc as well as the tolerances and the scoring 
system that are used.

Choosing an inappropriate target for the print process or paper type actually used will cause a perfectly good 
print job to appear to fail.

pressSIGN is very flexible in allowing users to choose different types of press standards. All of the ISO 12647 
standards are supported with each of the appropriate paper types. 

In addition users can measure a press sheet and make this the standard. Finally, import a CMYK ICC profile and 
make this the standard.

Basing a standard on an ICC profile has one huge advantage. If you are printing on a media that is different from 
the profile then pressSIGN can adjust the ICC profile to reflect this. e adjusted ICC profile becomes the 
revised press target. is revised ICC profile can then be exported back to pre-press for use in proofing.

e press standard also includes the tolerances and scoring. Listed below the press standard are all the criteria that 
are being judged, their score and tolernaces. e default tolerance settings in pressSIGN are based on the ISO 
12647-2 standard. All pressSIGN users including pressSIGN-PrintBuyers can amend and customize these 
tolerances and the scoring system.

Discuss with the printer the tolerances and scoring before you adjust them and present this as a new press target. 



You don't want to make it impossible for the printer to achieve the target you are using. If you stick to the default 
tolerances and scoring then you can expect the printer to achieve good quality print.
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Dates and times 

pressSIGN records the start and close date and time of the job. pressSIGN also records the timing of every 
reading. On page two of the production report you can see the time each measurement was taken. is is a good 
indication of how closely the job was monitored.

Job Duration

In addition to the length of time it took to print the job presSIGN-Pro users can also tell the software when they 
have moved from the 'make-ready' stage to production. pressSIGN will provide the make-ready time as well as 
the full job time.

If the operator has switched from make-ready to production then the overall job score (color coded and shown as 
a percentage in the top right hand corner of page 1) will only take into account measurements taken in 
production and not the make-ready measurements. Otherwise the overall score will account for all 
measurements.
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CMYK Primaries 

e ISO 12647 standard is only appropriate for the four primary colors, Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and Black. 
Using pressSIGN default scoring the maximum score is 20, five points for each of the four colors. If the 
measurement is slightly out of tolerance for any color then that color will still be given three or one mark.
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Paper 

e default maximum score for paper color is eight. is is made from three elements, the L value two points; a 
value three points and b value three points. For more information on Lab go to the section entitled Lab.

e paper color is part of the ISO 12647-2 standard. If there is a significant difference between the paper color of 
the press target and the actual media color then this will make it difficult to achieve a good score. You can exclude 
paper color as part of your press target or you can adjust the paper color target in pressSIGN.
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Overprint Lab & Overprint Trap

Overprint Lab and Trap are two ways of measuring the same overprint phenomena. ey are measuring how well 
one color sits over the next color in the print process. e scoring of overprint is based on the measurements of 
the Cyan/Magenta, Yellow/Magenta and Yellow/Cyan patches on the color bar.

Overprint Trap uses a density test to determine the quality of the overprint. Overprint Lab compares the 
expected color in the press target with the actual color of the patches. Overprint Lab is a more reliable measure of 



overprint.

e ISO 12647 standard states a printing order of Black, Cyan, Magenta and Yellow. If you change this order 
then the overprint values will be poor and the print will not match a certified proof.
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Grey Balance

Grey balance is a measure of the mixture of cyan, magenta and yellow (CMY) tints in comparison with the black 
tint of the same value. e default tint percentages measured are 25%, 50% and 75%, but these can be amended 
to any highlight, mid-tone and shadow percentage. e default scoring assigns a maximum of six points to the 
highlight, five points for the mid-tone and four points to the shadow grey balance.
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Dot Gain (TVI)

All print processes generate dot gain. e correct term is Tonal Value Increase (TVI) as it is a measure of the 
difference between the tint value stated in the file and the measurement of the printed sheet. is maybe created 
by dot gain i.e the spreading of the ink in the print process or by adjustments in the platesetter RIP. TVI is an 
expected function in printing. A printed sheet which has no TVI or no dot gain (i.e. a 50% dot measures 50% 
on the press sheet) will look flat, lack contrast and be unappealing.

All verified proofs have dot applied gain based on the target ICC profile. e job of the printer is to manage this 
process so the TVI of the press sheet matches the TVI of the proof and standard.

e default scoring gives a maximum of six points for highlight, five points for mid-tone and four points for 
shadow. e highlight is given a higher score because a deviation from the tolerance will give a greater impact on 
the visual appearance.
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Sheet Consistency

pressSIGN measures the consistency of each color across the press sheet. If you just rely on the average for each 
color then this can hide major differences that may occur across the sheet.

Encourage the printer to provide measurements of the full width of the color bar. A measurement of one or two 
ink zones can hide major problems that may occur on other parts of the press sheet.

Where a printed job has no color elements on one part of the sheet then the importance of the consistency score 
is reduced.
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Spot Color

pressSIGN can measure up to two spot colors along with the CMYK process colors. Spot colors can be selected 
from the Pantone® libraries and/or user defined libraries. User defined libraries can be created by measurement, 
by importing CxF or CGATs files or by typing in a Lab value.



Spot color tolerances are based on dE 2000.

If there are no spot colors in the job then pressSIGN will ignore this criteria.

Each spot color can have a maximum value of 10 points in the default scoring system.
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Gamut Volume

Color is defined as a three dimensional space in the CIELAB system, made from three co-ordinates; L, a and b. L 
stands for lightness a and b are the two further co-ordinates. e volume of the color gamut is a representation of 
how colorful the target is. e actual color gamut should match the same volume. Too greater volume indicates 
that the print is too colorful too small is the opposite.

Gamut volume is not part of the scoring system
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Lab 

Lab is a device independent measurement of color. Representing color as a three dimensional space with co-
ordinates of L, a and b.

e L represents lightness from 0 pure black to 100 pure white. Both a and b range from -100 to plus 100. See 
the diagram below for a two dimensional representation of the Lab color space. 



pressSIGN shows the measured Lab values, the actual measured Lab values and the Delta E.

Delta E

e dE (Delta E) is the measure of the difference between the target and measured values. Where 0 is an exact 
match. e press target sets the tolerances and any reading that is outside the tolerance is shown in red.

ere are several measures of dE. e ISO 12647 tolerances are based on dE 76 the original measurement of 
color difference. is just measures the distance between the target and the measurement. e second most 
common dE is dE 2000. dE 2000 takes into account our perception of color. As humans we find it easier to 
distinguish between some colors than others. It is much easier to see the difference, for example, between two 
greys than two yellows.

pressSIGN can use either measurements of dE to compare the four primary colors Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and 
Black. pressSIGN only uses dE 2000 to compare the difference between spot colors.
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Overall Score 



e score in the top right corner in a pressSIGN production report represents the overall score for the job and the 
background color identifies whether this is an acceptable print using the scoring system of the press target.

e overall score in the production report is the average score for all the sheet readings. Readings that have taken 
place whilst in make-ready mode are not included in this overall score.

Scores are color coded to make them quick and easy to understand. e definition of the color coding is user 
definable and is saved as part of the press target.

e default score for a good quality press sheet is 80%. In most circumstances images printed with 80% will 
match a verified proof to the same standard.

e number of readings/measurements is shown to the left.
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CMYK Density (Estimated)

Density is not part of any international standard. However, it is the only adjustment the press operator can make. 
Many users wanted us to show both the density used in the job and pressSIGN's estimate of the ideal density.

e estimated density (in brackets) is what pressSIGN predicts will give the lowest possible dE (Delta E) against 
the target color.

If the estimated density and the actual density are the same then this is the lowest possible dE that can be 
achieved with this paper ink and press. If the dE is in red then this color is out of tolerance.

When the color is wrong and there is no further adjustment that can be made then another solution needs to be 
found. e cause of the problem is usually one of the following:

• e ink is the wrong color - an ISO compatible ink needs to be chosen. 
• e paper color is significantly distorting the color and therefore the ISO compatible ink cannot reach 

the target - the target needs to be changed. You can do this in pressSIGN by selecting an ICC profile as 
the press target. Measure the paper actually being used and presSIGN will adjust the profile. is adjusted 
profile can be exported to pre-press for proofing.

• e ink colour has been contaminated on press - wash up the press and check ink water balance. 
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Print Contrast 

Print Contrast is a measure of the difference between the density of solid color and the density of the same color 
as a 75% (or other shadow) tint. It is an indication that the press is able to show good detail in the shadows.

A good Print Contrast score for a sheet-fed offset press running with coated papers would be K43, C 38, M 38 
and Y at 33.

Different print processes and paper types will produce different recommendations.

Print Contrast is calculated by (Ds - Dt)/Ds where Ds is the density of the solid and Dt is the density of the tint 



area.

Print Contrast is not part of the ISO 12647 standard.
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